
WORK HISTORY

MDK Company - IOS Technical Lead
Moscow
04/2020 - Current

Vyyer Technologies - IOS Tech Lead
Seattle, US
11/2021 - 03/2022

Korona Pay - IOS Developer
St Petersburg
09/2019 - 04/2020

E-ngineers - IOS Developer
St Petersburg
02/2018 - 09/2019

Antalya, Turkey 07070
alobanov11@gmail.com

SKILLS

EDUCATION

09/2012
SPbSUT
St. Petersburg

Bachelor of Science: Radio-
frequency Engineering

Anton Lobanov

Grew up from Middle developer to Tech Lead●

Responsible for whole iOS platform in Main application (web 3.0
social network), DAU - 10,000 users

●

Implemented unit testing & CI / CD●

Increased crash free from 89% to 99.9%●

Worked as mentor●

Led a team of 3 iOS developers●

Collected technical requirements, compiled documentation,
decomposed and delegated tasks to the team

●

Developed an application using Nearby Interactions and Kotlin
Multiplatform technologies

●

Was responsible for developing the SDK for distribution as a
framework for other applications

●

Worked in the product team in the KoronaPay application - Money
transfers, DAU - 100,000 users.

●

Worked closely with analysts and designers to define technical
requirements

●

Participated in code review●

Participated in the development of applications for excursions,
DAU about 1000 users

●

Studied the intricacies of working with MapKit and AVFoundaion●

Engaged in the development and architecture of the video chat
module

●

Written from scratch a framework for working with WebRTC●

Worked closely with project architect with improved native iOS
codebase, because existing app used Cordova module

●

Swift●

SwiftUI●

Nearby interactions●

AVKit & AVFoundation●

Kotlin multiplatform●

Javascript / Typescript●



Zubza - Frontend Developer
02/2016 - 02/2018

Astra Media Group - Web Developer
07/2013 - 02/2016

Was responsible for defining and maintaining the desktop and
mobile versions of the dental clinic website, with a DAU of around
10,000 users

●

Implemented Webpack, SASS, Typescript, which speeds up the
development process

●

Participated in UX and UI design evaluation for technical feasibility●

Developed app for Android and iOS on ReactNative●

Coded websites using HTML, CSS, JavaScript and jQuery languages.●

Planned website development, converting mockups into usable
web presence with HTML, JavaScript, AJAX and JSON coding.

●

Provided front-end website development using WordPress,
Hubspot and other editing software.

●

Oversaw back-end development using PHP to maintain website
integrity, security and efficiency.

●


